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(c)	Let (p,tt) be the sequence of distinct eigenvalues ^ 0 of U, arranged in such an
order that |/xn| ^ |/a«+i| for every n for which yun+i is defined; let dn be the dimension
of n(/j»), and let (Xn) be a sequence such that ai = fci, |An| ^ |An+1| for every n for
which An+1 is defined, and for each k for which /zfc is defined, the indices n for which
An = LLk form an interval of N having dk elements. Show that, for each index n such
"	n	n
that Xn and an are defined, Yl M ^ FI a' • (Let v be tne (direct) sum of the subspaces
N(/x*) for 1 ^ k ^ r, and let Uv be the restriction of U to V; show that there is in
V a Hilbert basis (*/)i<j*m such that (£/(*,) | **) = 0 for k>j\ for n < m,
if Ww is the subspace of V having eit..., en as a basis, let Un be the restriction of U
to Wfl, and let Pn be the orthogonal projection of E on Wn. Show that f[ \Xj\2 is
j=i
equal to the determinant of UfUn = Pn U*UPn, and apply Problem 9(a).)
 (d)	Let T be an arbitrary continuous operator in E, and let (yn) (resp. (Sn)) be
the full sequence of singular values of 6T(resp. 777). Show that yn ^ an ||r || (resp.
Sn^aJir||) for all values of n for which an,yfl and 8n are defined (if S^TU,
observe that S*S ^ ||r||2C/*t/and use Problem 8(d)).
 (e)	Suppose T is also a compact operator, and let (/?„) be the full sequence of Its
singular values. Show that fljj ^ (11 aj)(rift) for a11 values of n for which
an, j8fl, andyn are defined (apply Problem 9(b)).
16.	Let E be a complex Hilbert space, (an) a sequence of points of E, (An) a sequence of
real numbers. Show that if the series u(x) = ^ Xn(x \ an)an is convergent in E for
n
every xeE, u is a hermitian operator in E. The convergence condition is always
satisfied if the series of general term Xn\\an\\2 is absolutely convergent. If in addition
(an) is an orthonormal system, the convergence condition is satisfied if the sequence
(An) is bounded. When the Xn are ^ 0 and the convergence condition is satisfied, u is a
positive hermitian operator.
17.	Let E be a complex Hilbert space, E0 a dense vector subspace of E; (jt|>>) and \\x\\
denote the scalar product and the norm in E. Suppose a second norm ||jc||0 is given
on eo , for which E0 is a Banach space, and is such that, for x e E0, one has
!|jt||<fl-Wo, where a is a constant (in other words, the identity mapping 1EO of E0
with the norm ||jt||0, into E0 with the norm ||jt||, is continuous).
(a) Let U be a hermitian operator in E0 (which a priori is not assumed to be con-
tinuous); show that if U is continuous for the norm ||jc||0, it is also continuous for the
norm \\x\\. (If \\U\\0 is the norm in ^(E0) when E0 is given the norm ||^||0, show that,
for every integer n, one has, for x e E0,
\\Ux\\ ^ (a \\x\\0
Use the inequality \\Ukx\\2 ^ \\x\\ - \\U2lcx\\ (Problem 10(a)).)
 (b)	Let U be the continuous extension of U to E, which is a hermitian operator in E.
Show that the spectrum of 0 is contained in the spectrum of (/(when £/is considered as
an endomorphism of the Banach space eo for the norm IWIo). (If ^ is a regular value
for U, observe that (U— £ • Ino)'1 can be extended by continuity to E, using (a).)
 (c)	Every eigenvalue A of U is real; if K= U- A • 1EO, and if E(A)= K-1(0) is
finite dimensional in E0, ^(Eo) is supplementary and orthogonal to E(A) in the
prehilbert space eo, and in addition it is closed for the norm ||#||o; it follows from
(12.16.8) that the restriction of V to K(E0) = F(A) is a linear homeomorphism of

